Executive Committee of the De Anza College Academic Senate
Agenda for January 31, 2011

Location: Admin 109

times	topic	purpose	leader

2:30 – 2:40 I. approval of agenda and notes	A
Gregory Anderson

2:40 – 2:45 II. needs & confirmations	I A
Kevin Glapion

2:45 – 2:55 III. vp & president’s reports	I D
Coleen Lee-Wheat

2:55 – 3:10 IV. 2nd reading of cross-listing policy	D A
Anu Khanna

3:10 – 3:25 V. budget update	I D
Gregory Anderson

3:25 – 3:35 VI. treasurer's report	I
Paul Setziol

3:35 – 3:45 VII. support for Partners in Learning	D A
senator

3:45 – 4:00 VIII. SLO all campus event	I D
Dawnis Guevara

4:00 – 4:25 IX. faculty think tank on enrollment	D A
Gregory Anderson

4:25 – 4:30 X. good of the order	I
all

A = Action	D = Discussion	I = Information
deanza.edu/gov/academicsenate

SENATORS AND OFFICERS
Gregory Anderson - prez
Vicky Annen - BHES
LaQuisha Beckum - PT
Lydia Botsford - BS/CIS
Marcy Betlach - LA
Wilfredo Castaño - CA
Karen Chow - LA
Cruz/Buchanan - CD

Kevin Glapion – DSS
Dawnis Guevara – PE
Cassie Hanna – BHES
Scott Hertler – PE
Jennifer James – PT
Iaroslav Kryliouk - PSME
Mark Larson – App Tech
Fran Lathers – DSS

Coleen Lee-Wheat – VP
Carmen Lizardi-Folley - IIS
Rick Maynard – App Tech
Martin McNamara - CA
Kevin Mello – Bus/CIS
Don Nickel – Coun
Nancy Olsen – IIS
Karl Schaeffer – PSME

Paul Setziol – Sec/Treas
Robert Stockwell – HSS
Mary Sullivan – SD
Alex Swanner – LR
Lan Tao – Coun
Kye jung Yang – HSS
Learning Resources

Stacey Cook
Christina Espinosa-Pieb
Letha Jeanpierre
Lois Jenkins
Anu Khanna
Brian Murphy
Jackie Reza

NON-VOTING MEMBERS IN ITALICS
Rich Schroeder
Marisa Spatafore
Rowena Tomaneng
Masood Ali (DASB)

OTHERS
Renee Augenstein
Nancy Canter
Dolores Davison
Tom Dolen

Rich Hansen
Jim Haynes
Donna Jones-Dulin
Andrew LaManque

Michele LeBleu-Burns
Marcia Maierro
Virginia Marquez
Ron McFarland
Rob Mieso
Kathleen Moberg
Mallory Newell
Edmundo Norte
Mary Pape
Gordon Poon
Toño Ramirez
Jerry Rosenberg

Stephanie Sherman
Linda Thor
Carolyn Wilkins-Greene